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The Néel temperature for hcp-Fe was computed using a multiscale approach. A tight-
binding (TB) model was fit to first-principles electronic structure calculations that were
performed using the Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (LAPW) method with a
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional for non-
magnetic bcc, hcp, and fcc iron structures [1]. A non-collinear magnetic TB model was
develop by including a Stoner-like exchange term fit to LAPW results for magnetic bcc
iron [2, 3]. The magnetic TB code allows constraint of moment directions, and if desired
magnitudes, by finding the constraining staggered magnetic fields that result in the
desired magnetic structure. Thus the total energy can be computed for any magnetic
structure. The magnetic TB model was used to compute the energies for 84 magnetic
structures for 4 atom supercells varying magnetic moments and directions, and 9 64 atom
supercells rotating a single atomic moment in an antiferromagnetic arrangement for the
rest of the spins. The energies for these 93 structures were fit to an extended Heisenberg
model [4]:
(1)
where je
r
represents the direction of moment for atom j, k labels the atoms, and (l)
represents first, second, neighbors, etc.  A statistical analysis showed that for the input
data set, only the parameters in the Table were constrained, so the rest were set to zero.
Table 1. Parameters in atomic units for Energy (Ryd) versus moment using Eq. (1).
V (au) 65 70
A1 3.96686249E-03 1.01372190E-03
A2 1.44865482E-03 1.21519199E-03
A3 -2.87368382E-04 -2.26214813E-04
A4 2.17470038E-05 1.75090214E-05
J1(1) -1.85548000E-03 -1.71986800E-03
J2(1) 2.26826900E-04 2.23107800E-04
K1(1) 3.03464500E-04 3.54472100E-04
K1(1) -2.49391500E-05 -3.54820900E-05
J1(2) 6.49191300E-04 3.52058100E-04
The TB model gives no moments for a volume of 60. Classical Metropolis Monte Carlo
simulations were performed for 512 atom supercells for a series of temperatures starting
at 1000K and lowered by 10%. The number of sweeps at each temperature was 100000
with 20000 used for equilibration. Averages were obtained for blocks of 500 sweeps. For
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each move either the moment amplitude, theta or phi were varies by 0.1. The results are
shown in Fig. 1. for the internal energy versus temperature.
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Figure 1. Energy versus temperature for the Monte Carlo runs. TN is clear at the breaks in the lines.
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